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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
American Society is in a state of transition. The ad,vanc;:ement of 
scientific discoveries, new technologies, the women's liberation move~ 
ment, youth mo-trements, minority group movements, and a new 
emphasis u.pon individualism have brought aboµt socletal changes in 
roles, attitudes and values (Hilton, 1972), There is evidence that the 
changes which are taking place now are just the beginning. "The 
acceleration of change in our time is, itself, ;a.n element force. This 
accelerative thrust has persc;mal and psy<lhological, as well as sociolog-
ical, consequences" (Toffler, 1970, p. 3). 
Among the social frameworks largely influenced by this 
accelerative transition are the institutions of marriage and the family 
(Otto, 1970). With the acceleration of change an emergence of diverse 
and experimental life styles has taken place (Hedgepeth, 1971). 
The emergence of those experimental life styles has been 
pubLicized by the mass media and an increasing number of youth are 
aware of and may be seriously considering participation in these 
experimental Ufe styles, Some undoubtedly will adopt these life styles 
largely because they believe it is the fashionable or exciting thing to do, 
Much of the available information concerning these life styles is of a 
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promotional or sensational nature. The!'e is a limited amount of sound 
re search conc;:erning experimental life styles as well as information 
about youths' perceptions of these life styles (Edwards, 1972; 
Birdsong, 1973). 
These life styles seem to be alternatives or re-interpretations of 
the traditional nuclear or extended family systems. Whether or not 
the nuclear family meets the changing needs of society is one of the 
pivol!al topics of discussion by various social scientists, the news 
media, women's liberation groups and the youth culture (Cuber, 1970; 
Otto, 1971). 
Although it has recently been fashionable to express dis satisfac -
tion with the traditional forms of marriage there is evidence that as an 
institution conventional marriage is still very much a part of our 
society and is likely to remain the dominant form of man-woman 
relationships. Only three l!o four percen,t of our population p.ever 
marry. For the third consecutive year in 1970 there were over two 
million marriages in the United States. The rate of marriage has 
increased to 10. 7 marriages per 1000 individuals, the highest rate 
since 1950 {Olson, 1972). 
With the increase and popularity of traditional marriages 
experimental life styles remain in the minority although there has been 
a signiftcant increase in the incidence and acceptance of these life 
styles (Birdsong, 1973). Experimental life styles are assoc:iated with 
youth and there is a tendency to believe that most youth accept and 
promote the various experimental life styles. There is little research 
to support this view. 
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In a national survey of college students, it was found that less 
than 25 percent of the st"tidents' perceptions reflected acceptance of 
experimental life styles,· Traditional monogamous marriage was 
considered to be the most fulfilling type of man-woman relaHonship by 
70 percent of the students (Edwards, 1972). 
The role experimental life styles will play in the future of the 
traditional marriage and family life style is not clearly evident. 
However, some social sc:;ientists such as Sussman and Cogswell (1972, 
p, 381) believe that alternate life styles are "influencing the structure, 
interaction patterns, and activities of today's nuclear family and will 
continue to have such effects in the future." 
Toffler (1970, p. 271) has suggested that: 
How we choose a life style, and what it means to us, looms 
as one of the central is sues of the psyc;:hology of tomorrow. 
For the selection of a life style, whether consciously done 
or not, powerfully shapes the individual's future. It does 
this by imposing order, a set of principles or criterla on 
the choices he makes in his daily life. 
The factors which are closely associated with acceptance and 
adoption of experimental life styles by youth and their potential effects 
on the traditional nuclear family need to be identified and examined by 
social science researchers, In partic;ular, knowledge needs to be 
obtained concerning the types of parent-child relationships which are 
associated with acceptance of experimental life styles as well as the 
types of parent-child relationships which are associated with non-
acceptance of experimental life styles. Since such research is 
extremely limited, it is the objective of this study to gain such informa-
tion. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between 
the perceptions of experimental life styles as reflected by the Percep-
tion of Experimental Life Styles Scale (FELS) scores and each of the 
following perceptions concerning parent-child relationships: 
1. Frequency with which parents found time to do things 
with respondent during childhood, 
2. Degree of closeness of relationship with father during 
childhood, 
3. Degree of closeness of relationship with mother during 
childhood. 
A secondary purpose of this study was to examine the relationship 
between the Perc:eption ~ Experimental Life Styles Scale (FELS) 
scores and perceived happiness of the parents' marriage. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In a review of the literature concerning experimental life styles 
there is found to be very little empirical research concerning the 
etiological factors of experimental life styles. Most of the current 
literature reports on and describes the typology of these life styles, 
The following is a selected review of the re ~earch which reports 
on different types of experimental life styles including cohabitation, 
trial marriages, extra -marital relationships, group marriages, 
communal families, and homosexual marriages. Some selected 
literature concerning parent-chlld relationships will also be reviewed 
with the emphasis upon the type of parent-child relationships of youths 
who engage in these types of experimental life styles. 
Cohabitation 
An increasingly common aspect of courtship is a "livir~g together 
arrangement'' which is found most often on college campuses. There 
are several forms of cohabitation, These forms vary from simply 
sharing a room with one or more individuals to sharing a bed and a 
room as a couple, either alone or with other individuals (Olson, 1972). 
Macklln ( 1972, p. 463) defines cohabitation as; "To share a 
bedroom for at least four nights per week for at least three consecutive 
months with someone of the opposite aex. " Macklin I s definition may 
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be more rigid than that shared by most people, social scientists and 
students, alike. Webster (1966) defines cohabitation as living together 
as husband and wife though not legally married, and implying sexual 
intercourse. 
From the resulbs of her study of cohabitation at Cornell 
University, Macklin (1972, p. 464) concluded that, "Cohabitation ls a 
common experience for students on this particular campus and is 
accepted by many as a 'to~be-expeqted' occurrence. However, Lt 
should be noted that her sample included only 44 students who were 
involved in cohabitation. 
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Reasons for living together are broad and extend from the 
environmental atmospheres of colleges and universities to the personal 
motivations of the specific students. Bloch ( 1969) and Macklin ( 1972) 
report some of the reasons for students establishing unmarried house-
holds are: The changes in dormitory regulations concerning eurfews, 
co-ed dormitories, and off-campus living regulations which permit 
greater flexibility in the students' living patterns; rejection of the 
'dating game' and the wide spread questioning of the institution of 
marriage; preparation for marriage or "to test out the relationship;" 
plus the added convenience, financially and emotionally, of "living with 
someone who cares about you. 11 
Bloch (1969) also found that those cohabitating couples who were 
not planning to marry gave various reasons such as the fear of 
marriage, the de sire to continue the extension -of-dating relationship, 
the importance of educational or professional goals, or the fear that 
marriage might destroy the pre sent relationship, Some other reason 1, 
for not desiring a more permanent relationship were immaturity, 
unpreparedness for a permanent commitment and a need for time to 
enable them to settle their own ambivalent feelings. 
Living together was not seen as a trial marriage or even an 
engagement period by most students. 
In most cases, living together seerns to be a natural 
component of a strong, affectionate "dating" relation-
ship which may grow in time to be something more, but 
which in the meantime is to be enjoyed and experienced 
because it is pleasurable in and of itself (Macklin, 1972, 
p. 470), 
In MackEn 1 s study (1972) it was found that one third of the 
relationships lasted an average of only four and one half .months. 
Macklin also found that almost half of the respondents in her study 
experienced the problem of over involvement which included loss of 
identity and lack of opportunities to participate in other activities or 
with other friends. 
Trial Marriages 
The idea of the marriage contract as a periodically renewable 
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legal bond has gained wide attention as of late due to the ever increasing 
incidence of divorce in the United States. In 1970 there were 715, 000 
divorces and annulments, almost double the number in 1950. Almost 
50 percent of the marriages involving young people under the age of 18 
end in divorce (Olson, 1972). 
The idea of trial marriage is not new. As early as 1926 Judge 
B. Lindsey of the Denver Juvenile Court advocated what he termed as 
11 companlonate 11 marriage. The major features of his system would 
include legalized edu~ation in birth control, divorce by mutual consent, 
education for marriage, and the reform of laws regulating alimony 
(Ditzion, 1969). Lindsey has stated: 
It is my contention that we must finally learn to face 
things as they really are, and that we must sooner or 
later provide that persons who are unready or unfitted 
for permanent marriage be given a form of marriage 
which would not involve children, and which would 
permit a legally permitted nullification by mutual con-
sent, such union to be capable of becoming permanent 
by means of a special contract that could be entered 
into only by persons who are obviously competent and 
who obviously know their own minds (Redbook, 1966, 
p. 4). 
Bertrand Russell ( 1966) held the view that people may come 
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together for many different reasons, They may come together for sex, 
for companionship, or for the purpose of having children. With this 
view in mind he advocates many different types of marriages or trial 
marriages, 
In 1966 Margaret Mead revived the idea of trial marriage. She 
proposed two types of marriag.e: 11 individual 11 where two people would 
be committed to each other as long as they wished to remain together, 
but not as future parents; and "parental II marriage which would involve 
parenthood. The parental marriage would be more difficult to enter 
into and leave. The couple would agree to be mutually responsible for 
any children (Mead, 1966). 
There have been various types of trial marriages proposed since 
1966. Some of these proposals include: (a) renewable contracts, at 
three to five year intervals; (b) three step marriages consisting of 
preliminary marriage, personal marriage and parental marriage; 
(c) a recognized pre-marriage of two years or less and (d) probationary 
marriages of three to eighteen months (Cadawallader, 1966, Satir, 
1967; Scriven, 1967; Packard, 1968; and Toffl.er, 1970). 
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Berger, (1971) reported the differing views on trial marriage 
which were expressed at the 1969 National Council on Family Relations 
Workshop. Some participants felt that trial marriages should be 
institutionalized as morally sanctioned alternatives to conventional 
marriages, while others felt trial marriages did not have the same 
commitment value as a real marriage therefore they were not a valid 
preparation for marriage. 
Extra-Marital Relationships 
Each contact between a married person and anyone 
other than his or her spouse is by definition an extra-
marital one. Although on the whole, the term 11extra-
marital 11 is associated with a sexual relationship of 
some kind ( Sprey, 1972, p. 38). 
Few people marry with the intention of establishing extra-marital 
relationships, yet many do so. Some social scientists advocate extra-
marital sexual relationships and view the current rise in extra-marital 
relations as evidence of the deterioration and demise of conventional 
marriage. For example, Sprey ( 1972) sees extra-marital relationships 
as an indication of an attempt to come to terms with marriage rather 
than a rejection of the institution of marriage itself. Russell ( 1966, 
p. 95) says, 11 there can be no doubt that to close one's mind on 
marriage against all the approaches of love from elsewhere is to 
diminish receptivity and sympathy and the opportunities of valuable 
human contact. 11 
Ellis ( 1972, p. 49) believes that, 11 When adultry ensues, some 
marriages gain and some lose; some mates are happy and some are 
miserable. 11 Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin, and Gebhard, (1953) as well 
as Otto (1972) reported that sometimes there seems to be an 
improvement in a marriage relationship followin$ an extra-marital 
experience. It seems that the key word used was sometimes. There 
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is evidence of many negative psychological and social consequences of 
extra ... marital sexual relationships. These negative consequences make 
their impac;t upon the marriage relationship and upon the individuals 
involved in the affair (Hunt, 1969; Beltz, 1969). 
While Hunt ( 1969) in his research, found about half the men and 
half the women indicated that their affairs made their marriages more 
tolerable, he also found that over a third of the respondents were 
eventually divorced as a direct result of their extra -marital sexual 
experience. Also, only a small minority of Hunt's respondents claimed 
that they had improved marriage relationships as a result of extra-
marital affairs. Only one out of 10 reported that their affairs had 
brought them emotionally closer to their spouse. 
Athanasiou, Shaver, and Travis (1970) in their research study 
concerning extra-marital behavior report that 40 percent of the 
married men and 36 percent of the married women were or had 
engaged in extra -marital relations. Nearly 80 percent of the respond-
ents condoned extra -marital relations in varying circumstances. 
Hunt (1969) reported that a large mc1-jority of the respondents in 
his study always or usually disapproved of adultry. While those who 
had experienced affairs themselves were more tolerant, it is 
interesting that even the majority of this group were disapproving of 
extra-marital relationships, His results coincide with a 1966 poll 
conducted by Mc Calls t magazine. 
In a recent study involving a national survey of college students 
it was found that approximately 80 percent of the students indicated 
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that extra-marital relationships with or without the mutual consent of 
their spouse wc;>uld not be an acceptable life style for them personally 
(Edwards, 1972). 
When mutual consent to sexual freedom occurs, it is often 
referred to as c;:onsensual adultery (Smith and Smith, 1970). The ldea 
that a good marriage based on openness and communication should be 
a life long commitment, but not that it will exclude other sex relations 
has been expressed more often recently (Russell, 1966; Hobbs, 1970). 
O'Neill and O'Neill, (1972), p. 26) believe that "marriage in 
some form or another, still provides the only framework in which 
people can find the stability in which to experience the full intimacy of 
a one-to-one relationship. 11 They advocate the "open-marriage" as 
opposed to the traditional "closed-marriage 11 concept. They see the 
difference between closed marriage and open marriage as the difference 
between coercion and choice. They define open marriage as a non-
manipulative relationship between man and woman; a relationship of 
peers. Each has the opportunity for growth and new experience outside 
the marriage. 
Through their growth as separate persons and their 
supportive love for each other, they vitalize and 
increase their couple-power. Open marriage thus 
draws on the idea of synergy; that one plus one equals 
more than two, that the sum of the parts working 
together is greater than the sum of the parts working 
separately. (O'Neill and O'Neill, 1972, p. 41), 
Denfeld (1970) cites three factors which have contributed to the 
recent emergence of an institutionalized form of extra -marital sex 
known as "swinging 11 • They are: (a) The shifts in attitudes toward 
female sexuality, (b) more permissive attitudes toward premarital 
sex, and (c) the revolution in contraceptive techniques which permit 
sex to be indulged in with less apprehenslon and more pleasure. 
Swinging is defined as the sexual exchange of partners among 
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two or more married couples. They define thelr behavior as consen~ 
sual adultery. One of the main criteria is that the couples do not know 
each other before hand and do not become emotionally involved 
(Symonds, 1968; Denfeld, 1970; Bell, 1971; Ramey, 1972 ). 
Denfeld (1970) suggests, 11 for the couple committed to the 
marital relationship and for whom it still performs important functions, 
mate swapping may relieve sexual monotony without undermining the 
marriage 11 (p. 93 ). The couples give no indication of finding traditional 
marriage an unsatisfactory or inconvenient institution. Actually, they 
argue, one of their primary motives for swinging is to help their 
marriage. 
Symonds (1967) reports that there are two types of swingers. 
11 Utopian swingers 11 are concerned with building a better world. The 
acceptance of free sexual behavior is an intrinsic part of their 
philosophy. They tend to favor communal living, The 11 recreational 
swinger 11 uses swinging as a form of recreation. He does not want to 
change the social order or to fight the establishment. 
The majority of swingers are 11 recreational swingers 11 • They 
tend to be politically, domestically , and occupationally middle class; 
with incomes of $10, 000 or more, some college education, home 
owners, with conservative backgrounds toward nudity and sex, although 
they engaged in more premarital sex. They felt sex and love were two 
distinct needs, and that they were more honest with their spouse and 
viewed their marriages as happy and satisfactory (Denfeld, 1970; 
Sc;hupp, 1970). 
What may be the most "important value among many 
swingers is than sex with others should be kept as 
physical and impersonal as pas sible. Many swingers 
realiz~ that if any interpersonal commitment develops 
it may constitute a severe threat to the marriage. 
Many swingers feel that sex between two people 
doesn 1t threaten their respective marriages, but a 
developing emotional commitmenl! be tween them could 
(Bell, 1971, p. 75). 
Group Marriages 
Group marriage has emerged as a much publicized life style 
since the mid-sixties and is probably the most complex form of 
marriage. It combines commitment to the group with multiple pq.ir 
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bonding among members of the group (Ramey, 1972). The Constantine I s 
( 1971, p. 204) define group marriage as: 11 0ne in which three or more 
people consider themselves .married or committed in an essentially 
equivalent manner to at least two other members of the group. 11 
Group marriage may involve two couples, one couple and a 
single, three couples, or two or three couples and a single. Most 
often group marriage consists of triads or two couples. No known 
group marriage contains rnore than stx people, The median age of 
members is 31 - 33 years, The majority were married at time of 
entry and entered as couples, who had been married an average of 
seven years. The average duration of a group marriage is 16 to 19 
months although some have lasted as long as five years (Ramey, 1972; 
Constantine and Constantine, 1971). 
As a group, parHcipa.nts in these marriages are 
normally healthy individuals who attempt to form 
an expanded famUy unH for w}i.lch there is little 
precedent, hlstprical or otherwise. Thus they 
work without cultural support or guidelines. Most 
of the dynamics whic;:h in a conventional marriage 
are strq.ctured through rituals, roles and expecta-
tions suddenly must be created and resolved 
idiomatically, ad hoc, through group processes 
(Constantine and Constantine, 1972, p. 458 ),, 
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Some of the advantages of group marriage which have been listed 
by group marriage participants include greater security (materially 
and psychologically), wider sexual variety, greater potential for 
personal growth and individualism, their childnen have more adult 
models, and they have a broader economic base from which to operate 
a household (Kilgo, 1972). While sexual interest is acknowledged at 
the private level as a motivation it could hardly be said to be 
emphasized by participants (Constantine and Constantine, 1971). 
Problems of living in a group marriage sitruation and reasons for 
dissolution of the mardage are as varied as the people who enter into 
these marriages. Basically, multilateral or group marriages dissolve 
because the partners are incompatible in their basic personality traits 
and life styles, These are problems of interpersonc1,l conflict, jealousy, 
and deciding who will be responsible for performing certain functions 
(Constantine and Constantine, 1972). 
Age of the participants seems tq play a role in the relative 
success of a group marriage, with the more successful being 30 or 
over. Other common problems are money and the division of labor, 
degree of visibility to the community and child rearing practices 
( Ra me y, 1 9 7 2 ) . 
Smith (1972, p. 11) believes that, 
We need to know more aqout the persor,i.alih'les of those 
entering group marriage arrangements, an.d more aboq.t 
the faGtors in the breakup of such units. It could well be 
that, for so.me at least, their very make up in terms of 
experiences and ~ernperment mediate against achieving 
the goals they seek upon entering group marriage, 
Communal Familles 
Ramey (1972, p. 447) defines a communal family as: 
When individuals agree to make life commitments as 
members of one particular group, rather than through 
many different groups, they may constitute a commune. 
The number of common commitments will vary from 
co.mmune to commune, the cr\tical number having been 
reached at the point at which the group sees itself as a 
commune rather than at some absolute number, 
Historically, the idea of c;ommunal living is not newt Plato in 
The Republic describes a utopian commune ~nd many of his major 
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concepts are ec;hoed in the communes of today (Gordon, 1972), There 
were many attempts, and some of them successful, at creating 
communities during the 19th Century in America. Nine of these 
communes lasted over 33 years, Intimacy was a daily fact of life in 
these communes, Exclusive GOuples and biological families were 
discouraged through celibacy, free love or group marriage. Successful 
19th century communities tended to separate biological families and 
place children in dwelling units apart from their parents. They also 
celebrated their togetherness in group rituals such as singing, 
religious services, and festi.ve occasions (Kanter, 1972), 
One of the most suc<;:essful. and long lasting communities of the 
19th century was th_e Oneida Community. It was founded in 1848 by 
John Humphrey Noyes, who was a graduate of Yale Theological 
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Seminary. Noyes I theology revolved around spiritual equality, which 
he interpreted to include the economic and sexual spheres. 
The group, whic;h fin.ally settled at Oneida, New York consisted 
of several hundred members who dwelt together in a large Community 
Mansion House. For many decades the Oneida CommunUy flourlshed 
until around 1880 when Father Noyes resigned and the community fell 
apart, torn by lnternal d·\ssension. It was then that Oneida Ltd., a 
business enterprise was set up and the stock apportioned among the 
members. Some of the remarkable chara<1:teristics of this community 
were that they practiced economic communism, group marriage, 
scientific breeding, and sexual equality with 1;1ucces sful outcom~ s 
(Kephart, 1972 ). 
The 1960 1 s saw the emergence of comm1.maL living growing out 
of the hippy movement of the Haight-.A.shbury section, of San Francisco. 
It is estimated that there are 40, 000 people living in communes ln the 
bay area of San Franc;isc;o, perhaps five percent of the 18 to 30 year 
olds in that area. And there may be 100, 000 or more people 
scattered over the Western states alone (Platt, 1972). 
There are various types of communes;. Their goals may be 
social, religious, political, even recreational. Some of the more 
common types are: 
1. Rural These are the farming communes which combine work 
and living. These are the back to the land, organic; food, vegetarian, 
hand-labor groups who seek to become typically self-sustaining without 
recourse to the rest of society, Many are utopian in outlook such as 
the Twin Oaks Community which is based on the ideas of B. F. Skinner 
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in his utopian novel, Walden Two (Berger, Hackett, and Millar, 1972; 
...--.....-
Schulterbandt and Nichols, 1972; Ramey, 1972; an.d Kinkac;le, 1973). 
2. Urban These communes are var'Led in form a,nd purpose, 
Many see their move.ment as a means of becoming more involved in 
society rather than withdrawing from it, They tend to have a high rate 
of people turnover and are not as per.manent as the rural commune 
(Schulterbrandt and Nichols, 1972; Berger, Hackett and Millar, 1972; 
Fonzi, 1972). 
3, Religious or Creedal Creedal communes are those 
organized around a formal doctrine or creed. They are highly 
structured, have authoritarian leadershlp, adhere to the work ethic, 
are usually self- sustaining and withdrc1,wn from society and are fc1,mily 
orientated (Ramey, 1972; Berger, Hackett, and Millar, 1972 ). 
4. Evolutionary These communes q.re apparently recent. They 
are most often found in metropolitan areas where groups of academic, 
professional, and managerial people desire to live with a group of 
committed people with whom they feel t:q.ey can cope with present-day 
society in a more successful manner than they can manage as couples 
or individuals. They are characterized as high achievers, highly 
mobile, have straight jobs, are upper middle class, opinion leaders, 
and are over age 30. The basic reason for becoming a part of an 
evolutionary commune seems to be the desire for more intimate inter-
personal relationships in a more complex situation (Ramey, 1972), 
Gordon (1972, p. 22) says, ''For most communal life represents 
an attempt to involve the indLvidual in the larger community, to destroy 
the notion that the world outside the family is hostile and c;old, " This 
attempt is not without problems, Some of the more common problems 
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which are characteristic of communal Uving and whieh contributes to 
their relatively short life span are: a high rate of turnover among 
members, problems involving authority and structure, econo'mic 
problems, the use of illegal drugs, lack of privacy and overcrowding, 
interpersonal qonflicts and the hostiHty of surrounding communities 
(Otto, 1971 and 1972; Hedgepeth, 1971), 
Whitehurst ( 1972) compared conventional and communal families 
in eight activity areas ranging from childrearing and economics to 
religious and lesiure time use. He suggested that the communal family 
shows good potential for meeHng needs in the areas of child-rearing, 
labor, economics, leslure time, sex, placement of the aged, and 
possibly religion. 
The future of communal living is uncertain but the re probably will 
be more experimentation in such informal group living arrangements, 
There may be more acceptance of these life styles as society itself 
becomes more diverse (Downing, 1970). 
Homosexual Marriages 
As Kinsey's research has indic;ated, many men and women are 
neither exclusively heterosexual nor exclusively homosexual. Kinsey's 
data indicate that only 61 to 72 percent of the unmarried female 
population are exclusively heterosexual, while only one to three percent 
are exclusively homosexual. Among whHe males, 53 to 73 percent 
are totally heterosexual, and only four percent are exclusively homo-
sexual (Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin, ari.d Gebhard, 1948, 1953 ). 
The rejection by society ~n general of the homosexual has kept 
the homosexual world concealed until recently. The sexual revolution, 
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as well as the Gay Liberation Movement arid l;'ecognition of homosexual 
marriage by some clergy have helped to increase knowledge and under.,. 
standing of homosexuality (Bensman, 1970; Oberholtzer, 1971). 
Homosexuals have effectively established the beginnings 
of a distinctively gay publ~c life style. In a dozen cities 
around the country, homosexual clergymen have set up 
their own churches, where they perform all normal 
religious rit~s. including mal;'riage, Since 1969, more 
than 100 homosexual couples have been 1married' in 
this fashion.,. Although the legality of their union ls 
doubtful (Newsweek, 1971, p. 46 ). 
The Reverend Troy Perry, founder of the Metropolitan Community 
Church of Los Angeles, believes that homosexual marriages may 
11 deepen personal relationships and cut down op. i;iexual promiscuity 11 
(Cleath, 1970, p. 49). Perry has performed more than 40 such 
marriages of which only two have not surviv~d. He requires that the 
couple give evidence of having known each other for a minimum of six 
months, and attend two counseling se 1;1sions (Cleath, 1970 ). 
There seem to be differences between male and female homo-
sexual marriages. The female homosexual marriage appears to be 
more stable; they more often form permanent households and some 
adopt children. Male homosexual marriages of any duration are 
extremely rare (Hoffman, 1968; Klemesrud, 1971) 
There are two types of permanent, close relationships among 
homosexuals. One is "marriage" and the other is "cohabitation". 
The character is tics of a marriage are: (a) some sort of ritual, (b) a 
material demarcation of the union as in the exchange of wedding rings, 
(c) a value system of the participants, based on romantic love, and 
(d) a tendency to dichotomize social roles. Cohabitation is described 
as: 
less formalized, often the only event being a personal 
exc;hange of rings and/ or the setting up of a housep.old. 
It too was based on a conception of love but the relation-
sMp was less predominantly sexual as was the previous 
variety; there wae1 a more conseious attempt by the 
indivlduals involved to aim at congruence of values and 
interests (Sonenschein, 1968, p. 81), 
Sonenschein ( 1968) has found cohabitaUon to be more stable than 
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marriage, because the marriage tends to integrate the couple into the 
homosexual community whereas cohabitation does not to the same 
degree. 
There are many difficulties involved in establishing and maintain-
ing a homosexual marriage. Hooker (1965), Hoffman, (1969), and Poole 
( 197 0) report some of these: 
1. Promiscuity; promisc;uity is more characteristic of 
males than of female homosexuah; 
2, Lack of institutionalization by ~hurch and state; 
3: Lack of partner partidpation ln the heterosexual world; 
4. Jealousy; 
5. The family relations may become strained if knowledge 
of their marriage is revealed; 
6. Social taboos against homosexuality; 
7. Guilt; 
8. The marriage itself is a constant reminder that one is 
crossLng societal rules. 
In a study of attitudes toward sex rol(;) s and feelings of adequacy 
Dickey (1961) found that homosexual males tend to idealize the typical 
heterosexual role. Her results indic;ate that homosexual males feel 
more adequate if they are homosexually married. 
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Parent-Child Relationship13 
Bell (1966) indicated that most parents propably assume that 
their offspring accept traditional sexual values 1 The 'involvement of 
youth in the 11 sexual revolution 11 raises many questions concerning the 
family of orientaHon. Do these young people c;:ome from broken homes, 
sexually permissive or restrictive homes, what are their parents I 
attitudes toward sex educ;ation, courtship and marriage? 
Wyman (1970) found that the sexual attitudes of adole$eents were 
related to their perceptions of their parents 1 attitudes. Walsh ( 1970) 
reports that student permissivenesf:! varies directly wihh the perceived 
permissiveness of the adole sc;ent 1 $ main reference group. Those who 
chose the church as a main reference group were lowest in permissive -
ness; next were those who chose their par~nts; and the most permissive 
were the ones who chose their peers as a maln reference group. 
Joyce (1972) examined the effects of parents and peers on the 
non-conventional attitudes and behavior of adoiescents. fler general 
conclusion was that adolescent differences in non -conventional 
attitudes and behaviors are, mainly, a function of differential parental 
socialization. 
In a study of the attitudes of college students toward marriage 
Wallin (1954) shows that when the perception of the parents I marrlage 
is highly positive the students 1 attitude toward marriage ls most 
favorable. 
Macklin (1972) in her efforts to determine the causes for 
cohcl-bitation among students found that while two thirds c;onsidered 
their parents I marriage to have been 11 vrery succ;:essful 11 many do not 
2.2 
plan to man•y because of their negative feelings toward marriage in 
general, Knox ( 1970) found that highschool seq:iors who have parents 
that are living together· tend to have a more realistic attitude toward 
love than those seniors who have parents who are divorced or who have 
one parent deceased. 
The child I s perception 0£ family al!titude s and behaviors although 
possibly distorted and highly personalized are known to have significant 
effecti, in the later developrpent of identUy and life-i,tyle c;hoic;e as 
indicated by Paulson, Tien-teh, and Hanssen (1972.• p, 602): 
For the alienated, anti ~establishment youth there is a 
greater recall of perceived rpaternal inadequacy, 
They recalled their mothers as less effective in fol,. 
filling the feminine role, the re was a recogp.ition of 
greater disharmony within tihe home mili,eu, and a 
perception of a generalized pattern of parental irrita-
bility and family insensitivitiei;;, 
Keniston ( 1965) defines indivi,dual alientation as ''the explicit 
rejection of traditional American Culture, It is different from other 
types of alienation in that it is freely chosen'' (p, 465), He suggests 
some common fac;tors in the family background of these al~enated 
youth: (a) Actual or symbolic absence of the father; (b) Unusual or 
intense attachment of the mother and son; and (c) relative absence of 
sibling rivalry. 
Walters and Stinnett (1971) in reporting a summary of research 
findings concerning parent-child relationships report the following as 
some characteristics of school age boys who showed signs of anti-
social behavior: (a) little warmth frorµ either parent; (b) feelings of 
dependency; (c) disruption; (d) limited identHication wUh values and 
standards of parents; (e) inconsistency of discipline; (£) concrete 
rewards and verbal methods of abuse by parents in order to control 
behavior; and (g) lirnited cohesiveness of the farnily group. 
Rode ( 1971) characterizes the alienated, anti -e stablishrnent 
youth by their pervasive distrust of peers and adults, their hostility 
toward authority and the·Lr fear of influenGl:l and do.minatlon. He 
reports: 
Individually alienated adolescents of both sexes per -
ceive their parents, and particularly their mothers, 
as hostUe, non-accepting, and as exercising c:ontrol 
through psychological means suqh as instilling 
persistent anxiety. In adolescence they tend to reject 
their parents, especially their mothers (p. 38). 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of Subjects 
The subjects for this study were 768 undergraduate college 
students enrolled in undergraduate family relations courses, The 
students we re primarily single and ranged ln age from 19 to 22 years. 
The subjects represent a total of seven untversiti!Ss from five 
regions of the eountry, The data were colleqted from the following 
sev~n universities: (a) Un.ivers~ty of Arizona and Oklahoma State 
University, representing the Southwest region; (b) Oregon State 
University, representing the Nor.thwest region; (c) MiGhlgan State 
University, representing the Midwest region; (d) University of Alabama 
and Virginia Polytechnic; Institute, representing the Southeast region; 
(e) New York State University, representing the Northeast region. 
The data were collected between December, 1971 and January, 
1972. 
Descrlption of Instrument 
A questionnaire developed and reported by Edwards ( 1972) for 
the purpose of inve stiga,ting college students' perceptions of experi-
mental life styles was used in this study. 
The questionnaire consisted of Hxed aUernative type items. The 
following information was obtained from these items in the 
ZS 
questionnaire: (a) background c;haracteristics of the subjects, such as 
age, sex, and religious preferep.c;e, (b) perceptions con~erning certain. 
aspects of the parent ... child relationships of the 13ubject~, and (c;) per., 
ceptions of selec;ted experimental life styles, In. order to determine 
college students' perceptions of experimental life styles, the PELS 
Scale (Edwards, 1972) was used. 
Perception of Experimental Life Styles 
The Perception of Experimental Life Styles ( PELS) Scale was 
developed by Edwards ( 1972) to measure the college students' favor -
abLeness of perceptions toward experimental life styles. The PELS 
Scale is a 35 item Lickert-type sc;ale 1 whioh attempts to determine 
perceptions of each of the following experimental life style$: (a) extra -
marital sex relations with c;cmsent of the spouse, (];:>) extra-.marital sex 
relations without knowleqge of spo-q.sE), (c;) homosexual marriages, 
(d) cohabitation1 (e) trial marriages, (f) gro1,1p mc1-rriages, and 
(g) communal living, 
Each of the 3 5 items in the scale is c;haractel"ized by five degrees 
of response: (a) strongly agree, (b) agree, (c) undec;ided, (d) dis-
agree, and (e) strongly disagree. Each of the seven experimental life 
styles was represented by five items. 
In scoring the responses the most accepting response was given 
the highest score, and the least acc;.epting response was given the 
lowest score, A response which was given the highest sc;ore was 
assumed to reflect the most aceept~ng perception of the experimental 
life style. 
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To ascertain the validity of the items in the FELS Scale, the 
items were presented to a pane~ of seven family life specialists, all of 
whom held advanced degrees in family life education or child develop-
ment. They were asked to judge each of the items in terms of clarity, 
specivity, and relevancy (i.e., in this way the investigator was 
assisted in determining if eaGh of the items dealing with a particular 
life style was actually appropriate tn die; iting a perception of that 
particular life style). 
To further ascertain the validity of the FELS Scale, an item 
analysis utilizing the Chi-square test was used to determine those items 
which significantly differentiated upper and lower quartile groups. All 
of the 35 items in the FELS Se;;ale were significantiy d·~scriminating 
at the , 001 level. A split-half reliability coefficient of . 95 wa1;, 
obtained in an assessment of the relic;1.bili.ty of the FELS Scale 
(Edwards, 1972). 
Analysis of Data 
A percentage and frequency count was used to describe the back-
ground information of the subjects. An analysis of variance was used 
to examine the following hypo theses: 
l. There is a significant difference in the FELS Scale scores 
according to each of the following perceptions concerning parent-child 
relationships of the respondent: (a) frequency with which parents found 
time to do things with respondent during c;hildhood, (b} degree of close -
ne ss of relationship with father during childhood, (c) degree of close-
ness of relationship with rpo~her during childhood, 
2. There is a significant difference in FELS Scale scores 
according to p~rceived happiness of the parents' marriage. 
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CHAJ?TER IV 
RESULTS 
De scrLption of Subjects 
Table I gives a detailed desqription of the 1'68 subjects who 
participated in this study. The respondents ranged in age from 17 - 18 
years to over ~· The lal"gest number were in the 19 - 20 year 
c;ategory (45. 57%), and the smallest nµmbe~ in the over 30 category 
-.-.-.--.-
( 1. 19%). Twenty-nine percent of the respondents were male, and 
seventy-one percent we re female. 
The majority of the subjec;ts (70,31%) rated thei11 degree of 
religious orientation as religious with most b(;ling Protestan,ts. The 
respondents indicated that the religious orientation of the family in 
which they were reared was conservative (44. 53%), while their present 
religious orientation was liberal (34. 33 %) or middle -of -road (31. 59%). 
A mLddle-of-road (39. 08%) or liberal (34. 52%) political orienta-
tion was reported by most of the respondents, The majority of the 
students were single (86. 07-%), and an approximate gradt;l average of 
B was noted most often. Most of the student I s parentei were living 
together (83. 66%). 
Previous experience in family life educ;ation c;;our se s was 
reported by only 44. 85% of the respondents, The Southern region of 
the United States was most represented with 40, 37% of the respondents 
TABLE I 
CHARA~TERISTICS OF TBE SUBJECTS 
Variable Class iflc;atloq. No. % 
Sex Male 225 29,34 
Female 542 70.66 
Age 17-18 22 2.91 
19-ZO 345 45~57 
21-22 329 43.46 
23-24 25 3.30 
25-30 3.57 
Over 30 1, 19 
Religious Preference Catholic 133 17,43 
Prate stant 480 62.91 
Jewish 20 2.62 
Mormon 4 , 52 
None 85 11. 14 
Other 41 5.37 
Degree of Religious Very Religious 56 7,29 
Orientation Relig·~oµs 540 70.31 
Non -Religtous 158 20.57 
Anti-Religious 14 1, 82 
Type of Religious Orthodox/FundamentaHst 36 4.69 
Orientation in Family Conservative 342 44.53 
Background Middle -of -Road 293 38. 15 
Liberal Bl 10.55 
None 16 2.08 
Pre sent Type Orthodox/ F1..1µdamentalist 21 2.74 
Religious Conservative 155 20.23 
Orientation Middle -of -Road 242 31. 59 
Liberal 263 34.33 
None 85 11. 10 
PolLtical Orientation Very Conservahive 8 1. 05 
Conservative 166 21. 70 
Middle -of -Road 299 29.08 
Liberal 264 34.51 
Radic;al 18 2.35 
Revoluhionary 10 1. 31 
Marital Status Single 661 86.07 
Married 101 13. 15 
Divorced 4 . 52 
Widowed 2 . 26 
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TABLE I (Continueld) 
Varlable Cla.ss\fic:;ation No, % 
Approximate Gra4~ A 86 11, 21 
Average B 485 63.23 
c 194 25.29 
D 2 .26 
Marital Status of Living Togeth~r 640 83,66 
Parents Divo:i,~ed (with no 
remarriage) 20 2161 
One of Parents Deceased 
(wlt:h nQ remarriage) 47 6, 14 
Divorced. (with remarriage) 39 5, 10 
One of P~rente Decia.s~d 
(with remarrl~ge) 19 2.48 
Previous Expedence Ye·sr ~67 47,85 
in Family Life Course No 400 52, 15 
Geogra,phic Region Middle Ati~ntie St~te 1;1 90 11. 87 
Lived ·in Most of Mid western States 
" . , • r' 156 20,58 
Life New England 4 . 53 
;pa.c'lfic; Coast State is 67 8.84 
Roc;ky Mountaiq. Sta,tf;} s 6 . 79 
Southe;i:,n States 306 40.37 
South western States L~9 17,02 
Size CommunUy Lived On fa.rm or ·~n c;quntry 103 13.43 
in Most of Life Smail town under 2$, 000 190 24,77 
City of 25, OOQ.$0, 000 140 18.25 
City of 50, 000·100, 000 127 16,56 
City of over 1000, 000 207 26,99 
College Represented University of Alabama a61 34,77 
University of Arizona 61 7.94 
M·i<;htgan Stc1,te University 148 19. 27 
New York State Univer'3ity 71 9.24 
Oklahoma Statl::l Univerf;lity 107 13,94 
Oregon State University 56 7.29 
Virginia Polytechnic: 
Institute 58 7,55 
having lived most of their life in that a.rea, Most came from cities of 
over 100, 000 popuiation, Students from Universities in five 
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geographic regions composed the sample: the University of Alabama, 
34. 77%; the University of Arizona, 7. 94%; Michigan State University, 
19. 27%; New York State University, 9. 24%; Oklahoma State 
University, 13. 94%; Oregon State University, 7. 27% and Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute, 7. 55%. 
Exam"Lnation of Hypotheses and 
Discussion of Results 
Hypothesis I (a)" The re is a significant difference in Perceptions of 
Experimental Life Styles Scale (FELS) scores acqording to frequency 
with which parents found time to do things with respondent during 
childhood. 
A significant difference was found to exist in FELS Scale scores 
according to frequency with which parents found time to do things with 
respondent during childhood. As Table II indicates, an F score of 
7. 27 was obtained indicating a significant difference at the . 001 level, 
Those respondents who indicated that their parents very rarely 
found time to do things with them during childhood received the highest 
mean FELS Scale scores, reflecting the most accepting perceptions of 
experimental life styles" Those respondents who indicated that their 
parents very often found time to do things with them during childhood 
received the lowest mean FELS Scale scores reflecting the least 
accepting perceptions of experimental life styles. 
TAl3LE iI 
F SCORE REFLECTING DIFFERENCES IN PELS SCALE 
SCORES ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY WXTH 
WHICH PARENTS FOUND TIME TO DO 
THINGS WITH RESPONDENT 
DURING CHILDHOOD 
Level of 
Description No. x F Significance 
Fre9.uency with which :earents 
fol,l.nd time to d6 thin&s with 
res:eondent during childhood 
' ' 
Very Rarely 10 98. 10 
Rarely 50 95.54 
Moderate 214 88.92 7.27 ,001 
Often 307 86,84 
Very Often 187 81,00 
Hypothesis I (b), There is a signfflcant difference in Perceptions of 
.,, ,. . . ' ·, . . . . I 
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Experimental Life Styles Scale (FELS) scores according to the degree 
. .; · . I · ,f·· · · · I , 
of closeness of relationship with, the father during childhood. 
A significant differenc;e was found to exist in P~LS ~ scores 
acc;ord\ng to the degJ;"ee of closeness of relationship with the fatheJ:" 
during childhood. An F score of 4, 49 was obtained, as shown in 
Table III, indicating a significant differenGe at the . 01 level, 
Those respondents who perc;eived, the closeness of relationship 
wtth the father as much below average expressed the most accepting 
perceptions of experimental lif(:l styles 1 Those respondents who 
perceived the closen~ss of relationship with the father as much above 
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average expressed the least accepting perceptions of experimental life 
styles. 
TABLE III 
F SCORE REFLECTING DIFFERENCES IN PELS SCALE 
SCORES ACCORDING TO THE DEGREE OF 
CLOSENESS OF RELATIONSHIP WITH 
FATHER DURING CHILDHOOD 
Level of 
Description No. x F Significance 
De~ree of closeness 0£ relc;1.tion.,. 
ship with father during ~hildhood 
Much Below Average 42 96.09 
Below Average 118 90. 79 
Average 270 85.26 4.49 . 0 l 
Above Average 236 86,22 
Much Above Average 100 82.88 
Hypothesis I (c). There is a significant difference in Perceptions of 
Experimental Life Styles Scale (FELS) sc;ore s aq:cord·ing. to the 
I· , ... ' ' I • • . . . . ' 
degree of closenes1;, of relationship with mother during childhood, 
r . 
As Table IV indicates, there was a slgn'ificant dUference ~n FELS 
Scale scores acc;ordin.g to the degree of closeness of relationship with 
the mother during ch~ldhood. An F sc;ore of 5, 49 was obtained 
indicating a signific:ant diffe renc;e at the . 00 I levelr 
TABLE IV 
F SCORE REFLECTING DIFFERENCES IN PELS SCALE 
SCORES ACCORDING TO THE DEGREE OF 
CLOSENESS OF RELATIONSHIP WITH 
MOTHER DURING CHILDHOOD 
Level of 
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Description No. x F Significance 
Degree of closeness of relation-
ship with mother during childhood 
Much Below Average 5 78,80 
Below Average 53 94.75 
Average 271 89. 18 51 49 . 001 
Above Average :320 85,82 
Much Above Average 119 81. 80 
Those who indicated the degree of dosenesi;; of relationship with 
the mother as below average received the highest mean PELS Scale 
score, representing the most ac;cepting perceptions toward experiment~ 
al life styles. Those who indicated the c;loseness of relationship with 
the mother as muc;h below average rec;eived the lowest mean PELS 
Scale scores, representing the leaE;it accepting perceptions toward 
expedmental Hfe styles. The next least accepting perceptLons toward 
experimental lLfe styles were expressed by those who indicated the 
closeness of relahionshLp with the mother as much above average. With 
the excepHon of the c;ategory much below average, the pattern wa13 that 
the greater the closeness of relatLonship with the mothers the less 
accepting were the perceptions toward experimental life styles. 
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Hypothesis II. Therei is a significant difference in Percept·Lons of 
I , . , - . . • ' 
Experimental Life Styles Scale ( PE.LS) ~cores according to perceived 
happiness of the parent 1s marriage, 
Examination of flhis hypothesis, as presented in Table V, revealed 
an F score of 12. 18, which is slgnific;ant at the . 001 level. The 
students who indicated that they perceived their parents I marriage as 
unhappy received the h'Lghest PELS Sc.ale score, representing the 
most accepting perceptions of experimental life styles. Those students 
who perceived their parents I marriage as ve:rx: happy received the 
lowest mean PELS Scale score, reprE:senting the least accepting 
perceptions of experimental llfe styles. 
TABLE V 
F SCORE REFLECTING DIFFERENCES IN PEl-,S SCALE 
SCORES ACCORDING TO PERCEIVED HAPPINESS 
OF THE PARENTS 1 MARRIAGE 
Level of 
Description No. x F Significance 
Perceived happiness of the 
parents' marriage 
Very Happy 297 81. S9 
Happy 288 87.43 
Undecided 84 93.93 12. 18 . 001 
Unhappy 5$ 97,49 
Very Unhappy 41 91,05 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship 
between perceptions of experimental life styles and the respondents I 
perceptions of certain aspE:cts of their parent-child relationship. The 
perceptions of experlmen~al life styles was measured by the Perception 
of Experimental Life Styles Scale (Edwards, 19'72). 
The data were obtained during the mqnt:P.s of Pecember, 1971, 
and January, 1972, from a sample of 768 c;ollege studE:nts from seven 
colleges and universities representing ftve rE:gions of the United States 1 
The majority of the students were Protestant, be~ween foe ages of 19 
and 22, and all were enrolled in a family life course. 
An analysis of variance was used to determine if a significant 
difference existed in FELS Scale scores according to the following 
perceptions concerning parent-child relationships 1 (a) frequency with 
which parents found time to do things with respondent during childhood, 
(b) degree of closeness of relationship with father during childhood, 
(c) degree of closeness of relationship with mother during childhood, 
and (d) the perceived happiness of the parents I marriage, 
The findings of this re searc;h indlc::ated that a s~gnificant difference 
exists in FELS Sc:ale scores according to each of the following percep-
tions conc::erning parent-chiLd relationships. The subjec,:ts who 
expressed the most acc:;;epting perceptions of e:xpe rimental life styles 
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perceived that: (a) their parents ve,ry :ra~ely found time to do things 
with them during childhood, (b) the closeness to their father as much 
below average, (c) the closeness to their mother as below averaae, 
and (d) the~r parents' marriage was unhf!:ppy. 
Those subjects who expressed the least accepting percepHons of 
experimental life styles perceived that; (a) their parents very~ 
found time to do things with them during childhood, (b) the degree of 
closeness to their father was much above average, (c) the degree of 
c;loseness to their mother was much .below average, although the next 
least accepting of exper·imental life styles perceived the degree of 
closeness to their mothers as much above average, and (d) their 
parents' marriage was very happy. 
ConGlusions and Discussion 
The findings of this study indic;c\,te that youth who perc;zeive 
relationships with their parents as poi;;iHve and close tend to be signif..,. 
icantly less accepting of experimental life styles than youth who have 
negative perc;eptions of their parent-chHd relationships. These findings 
suggest that if an individual has negative perceptions of his family of 
orientation he wUl have more positive perceptions toward non-
oonvenHonal life styles and may be more likely to experiment with such 
life styles. Conversely, if an individual has positive perceptions of 
his family of orientation it seems LogiQal that there would be less 
incentive to experiment with non~oonventional life styles. 
The present results c;oinc;ide with the results of Rode (1971) and 
Paulson ( 1972) that alienated, anti-e stc!.blishment youth tend to have 
negative perceptions of their parent~child relationships, perceiving 
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their parents as hostile, non-accepting, and as exercising c;:ontrol 
through psychological means (such as instilling persistent anxiety), 
and they also perceive mo:i;-e disharmony within their families than do 
non-allenated youth. Perhaps the findings of this study are also 
related to the results of various studies which indicate the following 
characteristics of children who express anti-so~ial behavior: (a) little 
warmth from either parent, (b) limited identification with values and 
standards of parents, and (c) limitep. cohesiveness of the family 
(Walters and Stinnett, 1971). 
The findings of this study would also seem to be l"elated to other 
research which indicates that those who :report a happy relq.tionship 
with their parents express more favorable perceptions toward tradition-
al marriage than do those who do not report happy parent-child 
relationships (Walters, Parker, and Stinnf!tt, 1972). 
The finding that those who perceive their parents' mardage as 
unhappy expressed the mqst aqi::;epting perceptions toward experimental 
life styles further suggests that those who have had negative 
experiences with the traditional life style in their family of orientation 
will be more likely to express more positive perceptions toward, and 
to experiment with, non-conventional life styles. 
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C{lRREN'l' ISSUE QUE;;STIONNAIRE 
Your wUllngness to be of assist~i:nce ln thhi resea,.rch prqjee;t ia greatly 
appreciated, Your contribµhpn and '1oope:ration help by 21,dding to our 
knowledge concerning attitudes toward current iss1,1es, c;1,nd by furthering 
understanding of interpersonal rela,.tionships, Please check or fill in 
answers as appropriate to ~ach question. 
Most of this questionnaire was designed to measure yo"Ul'I attitudes about 
some current issues. There are no right or wrong answers. Since 
your name is not required, please be as honest in your a,.nswers as 
possible. This is not a test. 
The blanks at the extreme left of the page are for purposes of coding. 
(~ not fill in, ) 
___ l, -3. (Omit) 
4. Sex: 
---
1. M~le 
---
2. Female 
---
5. Age: 
___ 6, Rellg10us preference:_, __ 1. Ca tho He 4, 
2, Proteijtant 5. 
3. Jewish 6. 
__.,....-- 7. Indlcate below yoµ:r degree of peligious orientaHon.: 
11 Very ;i;-eligious 
----
___, __ 2. Reli.gious 
---
3. Non-:relig~ous 
---
4. Anti-re~lgioµs 
Mormon 
None 
Other 
---
8, Indicate below the type of l'leligious orientation 'in whiah you 
we re reared: 
1. Orthodox/fundamentalist 
---
---
2, Conservative 
3. Middle -of-roaq. ,...,---
4. Liberal 
---
5. None 
---
---
9. Indicate below your present type of religious orientation, 
1. Orthodox/fundamentalist 
--~ 
2. Conservative 
---
3. Middle ~of ~roc;1.d 
---
4. Liberal 
----
5. None 
---
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---
10. IndLcate below your political orientation: 
---
1. Very c;onservative 
2. Conservative 
---
3. Middle -of-road 
---
4. Liberal 
---
5. Radical 
---
---
6. Revolutionary 
11. MarUal status: 
---
____ 11 Single 3. Divo:rced 
---
2. Married 4. Widowed 
--- ---,-,... 
12. Your approximate grade average: 
---
A B c D 
---
13, Marital 1;1tatus of parents: 
1. Living togeth~r 
--- 2. Divorced (with no remarriage) 
---
---
3, One of parents deceased (with n.o remarriage) 
---
4. Divorc;ed (with remarriage) 
--- 5. One of parent$ deceased (with remarriage) 
---
14. Have you previously taken a <;:;ourse in family relations, 
marriage, or qhild development? 11 Yes 2, No 
___ 15. In what state have you lived for the mc\,jor part of y<;>Ur life? 
---
16. For the major part of you!" life, have you lived 
1. On farm or in c;oun.try 
--,-
2. Small town under 25, 000 population 
---
---
3, City of 25, 000 to 50, 000 population 
---
4, City of 50, 000 to 100, 000 population 
---
5, City of over 100, 000 populatiqn 
Below please circle the responses that you fee~ best reflect your own 
degree of satisfacition in interpersonal relationships. Responses for 
each of the questions below are: VS = Very Satisfying; S = Satisfying; 
A = Average; U = Unsatisfying; VU = Very Unsatisfying. 
17, vs S A 
---
18. vs S A 
---
1 9 . -2 0 , ( 0 mit) 
---
u vu 
u vu 
How would you rate your inter-
personal relationships with the 
opposite sex? 
How would you rate your inter -
personal relationships with your 
own sex? 
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___ 21, When you were a c;;hUd, how often di¢! you:r parents find time 
to do things with you? 
---
1. Very rarely 
......... ..,,_...,.. 4. Often 
--- 2. Rarely ..,........,___ 5, Very Often 
---
3, Moderate 
___ 22. Which of the following b,est de scribes the degree of c:losenes s 
of your relatiop.ship with your f~1:her during your childhood? 
___ 1, Muc;h below average 4. Above average 
---
2. Below Average 
---
5. Much above average 
---
3. Average 
___ 23 1 Which of the followlng best desqribes the degree of closeness 
of your relatio"11ship with your mot~er during your childhood? 
---
___ 1, Muc:;h below average 4, Above average 
___ 2. Below average 
3, Average 
---
24, -25, (Omit) 
---
5. Muc;h above average 
___ 26. I would rate the happiness of rpy par~nts' relationship with 
E)ach other as 
--- 1. Very happy 4. Unhappy 
___ 2. Happy $, Very unhappy 
3. Undecided 
---
___ 27. Do you believe that traditional monogamous marriage is the 
most fulfilling type of man-woman relationship? 
1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. No 
--- --- ---
The foUowing items are designed to obtain your attitudes concerning 
various current issues. There a:r;e no right or wrong answers. Please 
circle the responses below that best desqribe your degree of agreement 
or disagreement to the statements, The response code is as follows: 
SA = Strongly Agree; A = AgrC;le; U = Undec;ided j D :;: Disagree; 
SD = Strongly Disagree: 
Extramarital sexual reh1.tions with the 
mutual consent of husband and wife; 
28. SA A u D SD Is one major fc1,ctor contributing to 
divorc;e, 
29. SA A u D SD Improves the quality of the marriage 
relationship. 
30. SA A u D SD Has a harmful effect on the <thildren of 
the parents involved. 
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31. SA A u D SD Helps fulfill more of an individual's 
emotional needs than is possible in 
exclusively monogamous marriage 
relationships. 
32. SA A u D SD Would not be an acceptable life style for 
me, 
33. -34. (Omit) 
Extramarital sexual relations without 
the knowledge of one mate: 
35. SA A u D SD Is one major factol!' c;ontdbuting to 
divorce. 
36. SA A u D SD Irr.i-proves the quality of the marriage 
relahionshlp, 
37, SA A u D SD Has a harmful effect on the c;hildren of 
th(i) parents involved. 
38. SA A u D SD Helps fulfill 11;1.ore of an individual's 
emotional needs than is possible in 
exc;lusively monogamoue marriage rela-
tionships, 
39, SA A u D SD Would not be an acceptq.ble life style for 
me. 
40,-41. (Omit) 
Marriage between homosex1,1al persons: 
42, SA A u D SD Contributes to the emotional health of 
homosexual persons. 
43. SA A u D SD Threatens the stability of our existing 
family system. 
44. SA A u D SD Helps homosexual persons establish 
more fulfilling relationships with each 
other. 
45. SA A u D SD Causes children reared by homosexual 
couples to hc1,ye more emotional prob-
lems than children reared by hetero-
sexual couples. 
46. SA A u D SD Is not a life style I wol,lld want to be 
closely associated with (such as living 
next to a homosexual couple). 
47. ,..48. (Omit) 
Cohabitaf!ion (living together without 
being married): 
49. SA A u D SD Is a good way for two people to test their 
compatibility before entering into 
mardage. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
----
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---,--
---
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50. SA A U D SD Results in the coupLe being less 
committed to each qther than they wou.ld 
be if they were legally married. 
51. SA AUD SD Offersmoreadvantagesthandisadvan-
tage s to a couple~ 
52. SA A U D SD Results in children born to such couples 
having more problems than children of 
legally married couples, 
53. SA A U D SD Would be an acceptable Hfe style for me. 
54. -55, (Omit) 
56, SA A U D 
57. SA A U D 
58. SA A U D 
59. SA A U D 
60. SA A U D 
61.-62. (Omit) 
Marriage in two stages, the first a trial 
marriage and the second a more perman-
ent contrac:t would: 
SD Result in fewer q.ivorces. 
SD Result in decreased ~ommitment within 
the marriage relationships. 
SD Res;ult in more satisfying marriage 
relationships. 
SD· Provide a more positive emotional cli-
mate for rearing children than does 
traditional marric1.ge. 
SP Be an acceptable Life style for me, 
Group marriage (mc1.rriage involving 
more than two partners): 
63. SA A U D SD Involves too mucth conflict to be satisfy-
64, SA A U D SD 
65. SA A U D SD 
66. SA A U D SD 
67. SA A U D SD 
68.-69. (Omit) 
ing. 
Improves our family sy1;,tem. 
Contributes to an increased ability to 
establish loving intimate relc1.Honships, 
Helps to decrease the divorce rate. 
Is not an acceptable life style for me. 
Communal living: 
70. SA A U D SD Offers great possibilit~es for personal 
growth and development. 
71. SA A U D SD Contributes to the instabiLity of society. 
72. SA A U D SD Contributes positively to ehildren' s 
emotional health. 
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73. SA A. u D SD Pror.pote s fulfilling, close human rela -
Hon~hips, 
74, SA A u D SD Would not be an acceptable life style for 
me. 
75 ... 76. (Omit) 
77,-78. (Omit) 
On the next pagie are fifteen basic, normal personality needs that every-
one has in varying degrees. In themselves, none of the needs is either 
good or bad, They are !:limply the needs that motivate c\,nd influence 
behavior. Each of these fifteen needs is described below in brlef, gen-
eral terms, 
We are interested in 4ow you see yo\l,rself in terms of the degree to 
which you have these needs. Thi!:! should be what you feel most accu-
rately de scribes your pre sent level of eac;h p.eeq., ~ the level which 
you feel you should have or the level whlGh ypu wanb to have. 
Score yourself on each of the needs. For scoring, use the 1 to 10 
point 1;1cale to the dght of each need 1 Circ:;le the point on the scale 
which be st de scribes your level of th.at need, :Keep in mind that 1 
represents the lowest level of the need, wlrlle 10 represents the h'lgh-
est le~el of the need,' · · ' ' · ' · 
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DESCRIPTION OF NEEDS YOUR LEVEL OF NEE.D 
NEED FOR .. 
1. ACHIEVEMENT- -ambition, to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
--- succeed, to do one's be st, to 
accomplish sometMng of great 
significance. 
---
---
---
---
---,-
---
---
---
2. DEFERENCE--dependence, to 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 
follow orders (and others), to 
conform, to be conventional. 
3. ORDER--neatness, to have 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
organization, be systematic, 
and plan ln advance; orderly 
schedule, 
4. EXHIBITION--attention, to be the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
center of things, to be noticed, to 
talk about one self. 
5. AUTONOMY--independence, to be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
free in decisions and actions; to 
be nonconforming without obliga -
tions. 
6. AFFILIATION--need for people, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
friends, groups 1 to form strong 
attachments. 
7, INTRACEPTION--need t:o know, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
to understand--what and why, to 
analyze and empathize, 
8. SUCCORANCE- -to receive help, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
encouragement, sympathy, kind-
ness from others. 
9. DOMINANCE--to be a leader, to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
lead, direct and supervise, to 
persuade and influence others. 
10. ABASEMENT--consc;ience, to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
feel guilty and accept blame, to 
confess wrongs, admit inferic:irity. 
11, NURTURANCE--to give help, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
sympathy, kindness to others, 
to be generous. 
12. CHANGE- -variety, novelty; to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
experiment, t:ry out new things, 
experienc;:e change in routine. 
13. ENDURANCE- -perseverance, 
tenacity; to finish w};lc;tt is started, 
to stick to something even if 
unsuccessful. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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---
14. SEX- -need for opposite se:,c, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 rn 
for se:,cual activities; to do 
things involving sex. 
---
15, AGGRESSION--to attach contrary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
views, to criticize, to tell what 
one thinks of others, 
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